Importing Meds From RxHub

To receive a match with SureScripts benefit and history (RxHub) there has to be a 100% exact match on the patients’ first name, last name, DOB, gender, state and zip code. Providers will receive a match on about 60-70% of their patient data base. As long as there is a 100% exact match and the insurance company participates with SureScripts, providers will receive the link under the patients’ name.

Providers must always be passing over their NPI# in the xml as well.

A match is made with RxHub, click on the RxHistory/RxHub link
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A pop up window opens up, click request Prescription History
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You will then see a list of any medications that the patient has had filled and has filed on their insurance plan. You will see the medication, doctors name and pharmacy name. The provider can then check the boxes on the left the click import to patient record. This will put the medications in the patients Current Med list in a brown tint with the name of the doctor that wrote the medication, the date it was filled and the source being from RxHub.
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Medications that have been imported from RxHub in brown tint, indicating that these are outside meds.
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When a match is made with RxHub, insurance is automatically populated as well.